Ihe approach to these questions Is to take advantage of the knowledge gained and techniques developed during our previous contract on coding systems.
In that earlier project we devised techniques for Isolating processing and coding systems employed by humans In perceptual, motor, and cognitive tasks.
Our picture of the human as an Information processing system was developed In the context of experiments that employed simple and meaningless stimulus materials and that engaged subjects only for very short time spans. In the current project we use meaningful, prose materla.1 and we employ subjects for longer time periods, sometimes over several months.
Our plan for the three years of the project was to use the Initial period as a time for "tooling up", for trying out a variety of paradigms, for deciding 3.
accessibility of Information about the relevant concept becomes much less.
Hynan began a new series of experiments Involving the Impression formation task. In one experiment, the subject Is given Information about a hypothetical individual. The information Includes his name, the occupational category to which he belongs, and a character sketch based on a series of traits-The subject forms a coherent impression of this individual and then describes other charactfristies that might also be true of him. Later we ask the subject to remember which traits were actually employed in the original description. The subjects can perform this memory task with only partial accuracy. This is because they confuse the traits used in the initial description with the Inferences they made during the time they were trying to form an impression or "t:Tiprehend" the input. Of course, this should not surprise us. The value of this paradigm is that it enables us to study both the inferences and the comprehension structure employed by the subject. The confusions he makes during retention tell us at what level of generality and integration he has encoded the Initial input.
Our initial experiments varied the degree of compatibility between the occupational category and the descriptors in the personality sketch. We were able to do this on the basis of normative dita we collected in two earlier studies. We disco "red that when the occupational category was highly compatible with the personality sketch subjects tended to falsely remember many descriptors that were compatible with the occupational category. But when the occupational category was incompatible with the sketch, they remembered just as many correct descriptors but did not falsely recall others. This suggests that subjects encode and store consistent information in a qualitatively In rough form the framework will Include ideas frum the "levels of processing" framework suggested by Cralk and Lockhart (and also developed by Restle). In this approach, memory is no longer divided into short and long term components, each with its own codes. Rather, input is processed to various degrees of "depth" depending upon the task, its Importance, and its consistency with what is already in memory. Our adaptation of this framework separates out at least three aspects: the code or format into which the input
Is encoded; the amount of transformational processing to which the input is put; and the level of organization to which the input ultimately gets integrated. One can imagine that these three factors need not covary as is implied in current applications of the levels of processing framework.
In addition to this framework, we also separate the act of comprehending into a number of subprocesses--these subprocesscs need not be seguential. One Reicher and Hawkins believe that an understanding of why words are recognized better than most strings of letters might lead to clues about handling meaningful groups in reading and other skills.
Reicher has concluded that his initial hypotheses about how segmentation in meaningful input occurs were wrong. He now no longer believes that familiarity of elements is Itself very important in the ability to segment. He plans to return to the problem after rethinking about, it.
The experiments on coding by rules versus coding by rote memory showed very little difference In later utilization of the codes In long term memory. This is an Interesting finding if true, but Reicher plans to perform another series of experiments before making such a conclusion.
Schaeffer
Schaeffer Joined our project on his return from his sabbatical this fall. He has spent this period preparing for work on semantic memory. His major project Is a long term one that involves teaching subjects to read with an entirely new alphabet. human being as a processor of information. This processor has a limited capacity central system that can handle small units of information in a sequential fashion. To make such a system efficient and effective we have been devising ways to get around the central processing "bottleneck". One way is to automate as much of the information handling as possible. Automated processing takes place in parallel and apparently bypasses the central processor. Another way is to organ ize the input material into higher order cot'es. Apparently the central processor is limited not by the amount of information in the input, but by the number of separate units or "chunks" into which it can be divided. If the system can recode the input into higher order units such that each chunk contains more irformation, the capacity of the central processor is thereby increased. A fina 1 . way to make the system more efficient is to find ways to ensure that it will selectively attend to the input. It can do this if it develops quick and early ways to decide what aspects of the input to ignore or skip over.
